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ABSTRACT
The symmetric complexity of a polynomial f in n variables is defined as the number 
of times the symmetric function theorem is applicable. In this paper a sharp upper 
bound on this measure is derived by a matrix method.
1 Introduction
Consider a field K  of characteristic 0, and let R be the ring K[xi, . . ., xn] where 
n is > 0.
A symmetric function is any element of R invariant under the symmetric 
group acting as coordinate permutations. Examples are the elementary sym­
metric functions: a0 = 1, cii =  J2 i< j1<j2<...<ji<nxh xj 2 ■ ■ - xji ( ! < * ' <  n)\ 
ai = 0 (i < 0 or i > n).
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The Symmetric Function Theorem [4], [5] states that any symmetric function 
ƒ  can be uniquely written as g{a\, . . ., an) for some g =  g(xi, . . ., xn) from R, 
called the symmetric representation of ƒ.
Here we shall address the question of what happens when this g is symmetric 
again. This is of course perfectly possible and if it occurs k — 1 times, ƒ  is called 
k-fold symmetric. That is:
Definition 1 A polynomial ƒ  in n variables is 0-fold symmetric if f  is not 
symmetric; and k-fold symmetric with k > 0 if f  is symmetric and the sym­
metric representation of f  is k — l-fold symmetric. The number k is called the 
symmetric complexity of f.
A fc-fold symmetric function ƒ  possesses a high degree of symmetry indeed, 
and it is an interesting complexity problem to find a bound on k expressed 
in the coefficients and exponents of ƒ. Such a result is given in Theorem 1. 
Our method is based on term orderings and the like, familiar from Groebner 
basis theory [3]. Thus it is possible to translate the problem into linear algebra, 
involving the explicit calculation of the spectrum and eigenvectors of a matrix.
Another interesting question that arises in a natural way in this context is: 
how can we describe the behavior (e.g., fixpoints) of the iteration (xi, . . ., xn) —> 
(ai, . . ., an)? We shall restrict ourselves to a numerical example for n = 4 (see 
Section 4).
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2 Notations and generalities
Put x = (xi, . . ., xn); let ai =  ai(x) be defined as above, and let a = (ai, . . ., an). 
Stretching notation a bit, we can view {c\, . . ., cn} —> a(c) as a mapping from 
the unordered lists of length n over K  to K n, which is a bijection if K  is 
algebraically closed. Indeed, one has ai(ciy ■ ■ ■ y cn)T% =  Y\A=o{ciT + !)•
Instead of this however we shall consider the simpler mappings c —> a(c) from 
K n to K n and a : a; —>■ a(x) from R to R.
Definition 2 Let a0 = (xi, . . ., x„); and for k > 0 define ak =  (a\, ak, ■ ■ ■, ajj) 
where a\ = ak{x) =  ai(a\~1, a^-1, • • •, 1 < i < n.
The ak are called the iterated elementary symmetric functions (iesf’s.) An in­
teresting fact is given by
Lemma 1 For all k >1, the lesf’s a\, ak, ■ ■ ■, ajj are algebraically independent.
Proof Induction w.r.t. k. For k = 1 this is well-known [5]. Now let f(y i, . . ., yn) 
be such that f{ak1+1) a*"1"1, • • •, ajj+1) = 0 in R.
By definition of the a^’s, there exists a symmetric polynomial g(z\, . . ., zn) = 
f(ai(z_),a2(z_), . .. ,a n(z)) with g(ak1;ak2, . . . ,a kn) = f(ak+1,ak+1, . .. ,a kn+1) = 0; 
hence g(z\, . . ., zn) =  0 by the induction hypothesis. But now we are in the case 
k =  1 again, since g{z\, . . ., zn) = f(ai(z_), ci2 (z_), • • •, an(z_)) and it follows that 
f(Vi, ■ ■ -,Vn) = 0. ■
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A term is any monomial t =  x^x1^ .. .x 1^.  Its total degree is tdeg(t) = 
Y'Jj- i ij and the total degree tdeg(f) of ƒ  £  R is maxt i„  ƒ  tdeg(t) (which of 
course is equal to tdeg(t), any t in ƒ  if f is symmetric.)
An admtsstble ordering [3] on the set T of terms in R is a total order on T 
that satisfies:
1 < t] and t < t’ =>• st < st1 for all terms s, t, t1.
The latter property is called monotonicity of term multiplication.
An admissible ordering is a well-ordering. Admissible orders abound and 
have been classified; well-known examples are the lexicographic orders and var­
ious total degree orderings like the ’’grevlex” [3].
For a given ordering, the leading term lt(f) of ƒ  is the highest term occurring 
in ƒ.
3 The main theorem
Our main result is given by
Theorem 1 Let ƒ  be any non-constant k-fold symmetric polynomial tn n > 2 
variables. Then the symmetric complexity k is bounded by:
tdeg(f) > (2Wt_r 1 {1-149 - 1.048(0.53)fc-1}
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Remark: This bound is fairly precise: it is an approximation of a more complex 
bound, which is sharp in the sense that it is reached by ƒ  = ak. This will follow 
from the proof.
First let us give an outline of the proof. The idea is very simple and consists of 
three steps.
i. If k increases, one observes that the iesf’s ak grow very quickly in ’’size” . 
To measure this size, we consider the highest term tk of ak in an admissible 
ordering.
Remark: Explicit calculation of the complete ak ’s in Maple, say, leads to 
considerable memory problems. A piece of code to experiment with is given on 
the W W W  at http://www.cs.kun.nl/ bolke/ksymmaple.
ii. Next , we shall be able to estimate the exponents occurring in tk; this is the 
technical part.
iii. Finally, for a given ƒ  of complexity k we shall show that for some i, a term 
tk actually occurs in ƒ  as It(f). Hence, k is bounded as a function of lt(f), and 
this ends the proof.
As an admissible ordering on T, take the lexicographic order with x\ > x2 >
. . . > xn. Let tk be It (a*). We shall derive a recursion for tk.
Lemma 2 a. tk = tkn~Hkn-_\ • • -tknZ]+1 (k > 1) b. I f  p > q, tk > tk (k > 1).
Proof:
For k =  1, statement b. holds. Indeed, tj = It (ai) =  x\x2 ■ ■ - Xi. Also,
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a. holds trivially. Now if for any k a. and b. are true, then by defini­
tion one has ak+1 =  y '1.- • ^ ^ ^ ah ah . . . ah All coefficients are pos­
itive, so no terms cancel. By the monotonicity property, lt(akiak2 .. .a k.) = 
lt(aki )lt(ak2) . . .lt(ak.) =  t^ t^  ■ ■ -tkt- Since b. holds and, again, by monotonic­
ity, this is maximal if ji =  n, j i_ i =  n — 1, . . ., j\ = n — i + 1. This proves a. 
for index k + 1. But then, if p > q one has tk+1 > tk+1 since the r.h.s. divides 
the l.h.s. Hence b. holds as well. ■
In part n. of the proof, we shall estimate the size of the exponents in tk.
D efin ition3  The exponents vector ev(t) of a term t =  x^ ■ ■■xlr^  is i = 
(*i, *2 , •••,*'«)• We denote ev(tk) by ek = (e£1; . . ., ekin ).
One has e? = (1, 1, . . ., 1, 1, 0, . .., 0) (i ones). Define Ek to be the matrix 
having the ek,s as its columns; note that E\ = U, the upper triangular all-one 
matrix.
Lemma 3 a. Let t =  x^ 1 . . . x*nn be any term; then for all k > 1 the exponents 
vector of lt(t(ak, . . ., a*)) equals £&(£).
b. Let D be the symmetric matrix with ones below and on the antidiagonal and 
zeroes above; put Dk = (dkij), 1 < i , j  < n. Let U be the upper triangular 
all-one matrix. Then Ek =  UDk_1. Hence Ek is nonsingular and for k > 1 one 
has: e^a = dk-ija-
Proof:
By monotonicity, lt((ak)11 . . . (a^)ln) =  (tk)11 . . . (t^)ln, the exponents vector of
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which is Ek(i) by linearity. This proves part a.
For part note that statement a. of Lemma 2 can be written as: ek = 
ejj-1 + e^ z\ + . . . + §_tz]+1- which is equivalent to Ek = Ek-XD. So Ek = 
E ^ - 1 =  UDk~1. m
In the Corollary to Proposition 2 we shall find an explicit solution to this re­
cursion.
Before analyzing this, let us first proceed to part tit. Suppose that ƒ  is not 
constant and fc-fold symmetric, k > 1. We wish to prove that some tk really 
occurs in ƒ.
By definition, there exists fk E R such that fk(ak, . . ., ajj) = ƒ  (though we 
shall not need it, note that fk is unique by Lemma 1. ) Let t = x^ 1 . . . x*nn be a 
term of the polynomial fk (x) such that r = D e f  ^((a^)*1, . . . ,  (ajj)*1*) is maximal 
in the term ordering. By Lemma 3, ev(r) = Ek(i\, . . ., in) = Ek(i).
First note that r is unique. Indeed, suppose that besides t there is an­
other term s = xj 1 . . . xJnn yielding the same r, then by lemma 3 one would 
have Ek(i) = Ek(j) (with j  =  (ji, . . . ,j„)); hence Ek(i - j) = 0. But Ek was 
nonsingular so i =  j  and s =  t.
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Also, r does not cancel when fk(ak, • • •, a*) is expanded to ƒ. Otherwise, there 
would be some term s in fk and a term a from s(a*, . . ., a*) such that r =  a. 
(N.b. all these terms are in R, i.e. of the form xf1 . . ■ x^".) Then however, 
<7 < lt(s(ak)) < lt(t(ak)). This contradicts the unicity of t and the maximality 
of r.
We conclude that r = lt(f). This shows what we wanted, namely that some 
tk occurs in t, hence in ƒ. ■
In fact we have proven more, namely:
Proposition 1 Let U be the upper triangular all-one matrix and D the (sym­
metric) lower antttrtangular all-one matrix . Then for any k-fold symmetric 
function f  and k > 1,
ev(lt(f)) E UDk~1((N U{0})n).
How good is this? In order to answer this question let us give an estimate 
of the entries of powers of D.
For p = 1, 2, . . ., n let us define the following quantities:
-2P7TI
wp = —e 2,»+1 ;
ap = wp + w~1 = -2cos(2^y); Vp = wp - w“ 1 = 2isin(^j-);
\ = 4cos2( ^ ) ;  /.p = (- l)» /2 c o s (f^ ) ; 
xPm = 2 (- ir+ 1^ 0 t l  (ra = 1 ,2 ..., rz); = (*?,**,..., z£).
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These numbers satisfy the relations:
A p — 2 + dp,
i _  («p ^  vp) are roots of X 2 — apX  + 1 = 0.
Let < x, y >=  ^ " _ i  *i2/j be the standard Hermitian inner product. It is 
elementary to verify that the x_ are perpendicular of length 1. Now one has:
Proposition 2 The vectors xp form an orthonormal basts upon which the ma­
trix D assumes a dtagonalform A = Diag(pi, fi2 , • • •, A«n).
Since the proof is fairly standard, let us just outline it. One easily verifies 
that the inverse of D is the matrix with ones on the antidiagonal, -l’s just 
above it, and zeroes elsewhere. Next, its square D~2 is seen to be tridiagonal:
Tridiagonal matrices have been studied extensively in the theory of orthogo­
nal polynomials [2] and the numerical theory of parabolic differential equations.
D~2, being symmetric, can be diagonalized on a real orthonormal basis. Let 
z_= (zi, Z2 , • • •, z„) be an eigenvector of D~2 with eigenvalue A. Put z_ =  z_(a), 
again with a = 2 —A. W.l.o.g, let z\ =  1 and let zo = D e j  0. Then (D~2 — \I)z_ =
0 amounts to the recursion
Proof
(D~2)iti =  2 (i < n); (D~2)n)n = 1; ( D ^ j  = -1 (|i - j\ = 1).
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Zo =  0; Z! =  1;
Zm =  a z m_i -  zm _ 2 (1 <  rri <  n);
Zn — 1 + (a - l)^n = 0
(the latter being the characteristic equation.)
Remark: this is the familiar recursion of the Tchebycev polynomials Tm_ i(x) 
in x = j , though these have initial values To = 1, T\ = x. In fact it is not 
difficult to prove that zm = ( 2 2 ^ .
Let V = y/(a2 — 4) and w =  (a + V)/2, u/ = (a — V)/2, the roots of 
X 2 — aX  + 1 = 0. If w = w’, a =  ±2; but then zm = (± l)m_1m, —zn - 1 + (a — 
l)z„ ^  0, and there are no eigenvalues. So suppose w ^  w1.
Solving the recursion by standard techniques yields zm =  ^ 1 < 
m < n. By some easy calculations, the eigenvalue equation —zn - 1 + (a — 
l)z„ = 0 reduces to w2n+1 = —1 (where w ^  —1 since w ^  wr). From this,— 2pm ' '
w = —e 2,*+1 , p =  1, 2 . . ., n. We shall now take this p as an index (i.e., use
a p 1 p 1 Up 1 wp 1 Vp 1 zrri 1 ^  1 i )  •
The numbers and vectors ap, Xp, np, wp, Vp, x^ , xp are in fact those 
defined earlier. Normalization of Vpz_p yields the pth eigenvector xp as xvm =
• / 2£TO£ X
2(—l)m+1—— Similarly, one finds the formulas for ap, Xp etc.
The xp (a) form an orthogonal eigenbasis over which the symmetric matrix 
D~2 diagonalizes. But in fact by an easy calculation, _D_1æp = ß^xf] hence
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D 1 and D diagonalize as well. This ends the proof.
■
Note that the eigenvalues fip of D are all different and maxp \fip\ =  \fin \ = 
o-.-ç1 n» -j- Also, sign Up =  (—l)n+P (consider pn mod 2n + 1 for p odd and p 
even).
Corollary
The (nonnegative integral) entries of Dk are given in closed form by the formula
n sinf 2pi7T Wnf 2pj7T )
( r , k \ .  iv ' + i + fa+p'l fc M1H2n + l i M1H2n + l i
( ^  ) (2n + l ) 2 ^ W ( ^ )
Proof:
As before, let A =Diag(/ui, ^ 2 , • • •, A«n)- Let S be the orthogonal basis transfor­
mation matrix with columns x1, x2, . . ., xn and let ST (= S~1 ) be its transpose. 
Then Dk = SAkST and, thus, (Dk)ij = X)p=i (/■4î>æî æj)- Substitution of our 
earlier expressions now yields the desired formula. ■
This also is the explicit solution of the recursion for the exponents vectors ek.
Remark: The following very nice graph-theoretic argument to find the eigen­
values of the matrix D was communicated by A. Blokhuis, A.E. Brouwer and 
R. Riebeek [?].
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Let N  =  ( —1 )nD  1. We can write N  = A — B , where both A and B are 0 — 1
/ \ 
A B
matrices (and A and B are zero wherever N  is zero). With P =
V A /
we see that P is the adjacency matrix of a path of length 2n. Each eigenvector
/ \ 
u
u of N  with eigenvalue 9 yields an antisymmetric eigenvector of P
.  V /
with eigenvalue 9, and conversely. But the antisymmetric eigenvectors of P 
are precisely those that can be extended to eigenvectors of a (2n + l)-cycle by 
defining it to be zero on the additional point. It follows that the eigenvalues are 
9 = 2 cos „277 , , where 1 < j < n from which those of D follow. ■2 n  +  l  ’ —  J —
All calculations involving the matrix D have been checked for specific cases 
using Maple. A collection of appropriate Maple statements can be found on the 
W W W  at http://www.cs.kun.nl/ bolke/ksymmaple.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we have to estimate the total degree of 
which in view of Proposition 1 can be written as < ?7-Dfe_1( i) ,i > for some 
nonzero vector i over N U {0} and with j  the all-one vector.
Write this as < D(i), Dk~2UT(j) >=< D(i), Dk~2( 1, 2, . . ., n) > . Note that 
D(£) has at least one positive entry, namely the nth. Hence,
n
tdeg f > J 2 q ( D k~2)n,q-
q = l
(equality occurs if i = (1, 0, . . ., 0); e.g, if ƒ  = ak.)
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Put t = k — 2. By the Corollary,
n n n  -.ini' 2pn7T V . in f  2pqw
I - V . V f  1\n+q+(n+p)t 2 n  +  l  2 n  +  l  ;
^ q( ) » « - (2n + l)2‘- W ( ^ T)'q = l  q = l  p  =  l  V > \2n + H
The summation over the index q can easily, though tediously, be calculated 
explicitly (e.g, using the complex form of the sine or with the help of a computer 
algebra package like Maple).
The double sum then reduces to:
( ~ 1 ) n t  V r  n *  sm(S ) 2
(2«+ l)2‘ ^ 1 j cos‘+2( ^ )
The largest term occurs for p = n and we shall see that in fact this term domi­
nates. Indeed, since cos x > 1 — ^  on the interval [0, ^], one has cos( 2n\i. ) — 
2(~ 2n+i+1 • Also, sin(2^ [ )2 < I- Hence, the sum of the first n — 1 terms can be 
estimated as
n~1 p7T \ n~1
1 g  + Dcos-«^) ' S h  ÆV+V’ r = n — p) <
( _ 1  ) ( n + P ) t s m 2 ( _ ^ _ )  ^ 1  ( 2 n + 1 ) t  +  l
(2n + l) t+1^  1 ^ ( 2n  + l) t+1r 1 ƒ 00 dx 1 ^ (2n + l)t+1 
2* (2r + 1)‘+2 - 2* 3*+2+Ji (2æ + l) t+2 “  2‘3‘+1
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sin2( nn )
Let H =  2<(2„ | nir^ j be the largest (nth) term. By Taylor expansion
around ^ one has, for some |e| < 1, sin( 2n+i ) =  ^~ (2(2n+i))2 !^ — M ^  71 — 
Similarly, c o s t^- ) < ( 2(2£+1)). Thus, #  > 4(2"|+2)<+1 ( § ) 2.
Taking into account our estimate for the small terms we finally find tdeg( f) > 
4^ 2”t+2— (M)2 — (22«t«+1— from which Theorem 1 immediately follows. ■
4 An example of a ’’fixpoint polynomial”
In the introduction we mentioned the fixpoints of the iteration (*1 , . . ., *„) —> 
(a 1 , . . ., an) An amusing and perhaps intrigueing numerical example for n =  4 
is the following:
(-T + 1)(—1.324717957T + 1)(.7548776668T+ 1)(.5698402906T+ 1) 
«  1 - .9999999994T — 1.324717957T2 + .7548776668T3 + .5698402912T4
The relevant equations were solved in the obvious way using Maple, by first 
constructing a Groebner basis of the ideal I(x 1 + x2 + * 3  + * 4  — * i , * i * 2  + 
*1*3 + *2*3 + * 1 * 4  + * 2 * 4  + * 3 * 4  — * 2 , * 1* 2 * 3  + * 1* 2 * 4  + * 1* 3 * 4  + * 2* 3 * 4  — 
* 3 , *i*2*3*4 — * 4 ).
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